REAL WORLD MOBILE WLAN TESTING
INTRODUCTION
The goal of this deep dive is to provide Wireless LAN Professionals (that’s you!) with hands on experience with
tools that allow you to analyze the performance of wireless networks. We also are providing an Android tablet
that you can dedicate to this task without the need to use your daily driver.

WHY ANDROID?
Android permits apps access to the wireless chips and data in the device at a level that iOS apps are not
allowed. This means that for many portable analysis tasks, you need to use Android to gain access to that
low-level information. As a bonus, all the apps we use in this deep dive are free.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8” (2017 version)
We have included an Android tablet with 32GB of storage as a portable Android
tablet that can be used for the labs. This includes a USB power adapter and USB-A
to USB-C cable for charging.

WLAN Pi
We also included a custom built device we are calling WLAN Pi. This will be used as
a network endpoint for our labs. More to come on that.
For now, the import part is it runs these services that we’ll need for our labs:
Iperf3 server
Iperf2 server
ZAPd (Ruckus) daemon
Ekahau eperf
Speed Tests (HTML5)
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TABLET REFERENCE

● Power key
o Press to turn the screen on or off.
o Press and hold to select a power control option.
● Volume keys
o Adjust the volume of your device’s sounds and audio playback.
o In the camera app, press a volume key to take a photo.
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TABLET SETUP
This section will walk you through the initial setup of the device and connecting to the network.
1. If you haven’t already, it’s time to take your tablet out of the box! Once you have it out, you’ll need to
hold the power button down for about 1 second to power on the tablet.
2. When the tablet turns on, you will be presented with a “Welcome” screen. Tap Start and connect to
the conference Wi-Fi. Tap Next.
3. Accept the Terms and Conditions and tap Next.

STOP!
4. Create a new Google account just for test devices.
a. Tap “more options” and choose “Create an account”
b.
c.
d.
e.

Enter your full name ie. “Joe Wireless” as the first name and “Test” as the last name.
Enter birthday information as you see fit. (4 digit year required)
Enter your full name with “test” appended for the email. Ie. “joewirelesstest”
Enter a password that’s easy to remember. It’s just a test account. High security is not the goal.
Convenience is the goal!
f. You can skip adding the phone number.
g. Scroll to the bottom of the Privacy and Terms notice to get to the “I Agree” menu.
5. You will be given the option to select a screen lock type. Choose “Not now” to avoid having to deal
with entering passcodes.
6. Click “Next” to enable various location services.
7. Select skip for the Samsung Account. You can add it later if you want, but we won’t need it for this
session. You’ll have to hit skip three times.

8. Just hit finish at the “More useful features” screen. The defaults are fine.
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9. You should now be at a screen that looks like this:

DISABLE OTA UPDATES
Due to the size of the class and a finite network, we need to disable automatic downloading of updates. This
will make the rest of the session go more quickly.
1. Launch the Settings application
2. Scroll Down the left column and tap on ‘About tablet’
3. In the right column find ‘Build number’ and tap on it until you see the developer mode enabled
message.
4. Scroll down the left column and tap on the ‘Developer Options’ option. The option may take a few
moments to appear.
5. Scroll down and toggle the ‘Auto Update System’ option to the off position.
BASIC ANDROID NAVIGATION TIPS
● Swiping up or down on the main screen will bring you to the list of all apps installed.
● Tapping the home button always takes you back to the main screen.
● Tapping the back button always takes you back one screen. Applications often take advantage of this
by not having navigation buttons on some of their screens. You’ll need to hit the back button.
● The recent apps button takes you to the task switcher. It’s the easy way to switch between multiple
applications.
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OPTIMIZING SETTINGS
We can make life a bit easier for using this as a test device.
1. Swipe down from the top of the screen and check for an update that is automatically downloading. We
need to pause this download for now. This update can be downloaded and installed later.
2. Please turn down the volume on your device or we’re going to be listening to a lot of notifications!
3. Swipe down on the home screen and launch Settings.

4. Change the display timeout to 5 minutes.

5. Scroll down a bit and toggle the “Unknown sources” setting. This will prompt you with a warning. This
needs to be enabled to install one of the apps we are using.

6. If you already set a passcode, you can remove it while here by going to “Lock Screen and Security” and
change the screen lock type to “Swipe.”
7. Head back to the home screen.
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INSTALLING APPS
This section will help you find and install the apps we will be using.
1. Launch the “Play Store” app and we will start installing the apps we will be using for this session.

2. Tap on the Google Play search and enter “WiFiAnalyzer” (caps not required).

3. This is the correct version. Unfortunately, there are quite a few apps with names very similar to this.
Tap Install.
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4. When you are prompted to give it permissions, accept them.

5. If you received the “Complete Account Setup” screen, you can skip it.

6. Next up, search for “Speedtest by Ookla” and install it.

7. Install “Ruckus SpeedFlex”

8. Install “Aruba Network Utilities”

9. Hit the home button to head back to the home screen.
10. Tap on Internet to open the web browser.
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11. Navigate to http://bit.ly/wifiperf
This will start a background download of the WiFiPerf package.

12. Swipe down from the top of the screen to check the download status.
Once the download is complete, tap on the download to install the app.
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HANDS ON LABS
Now that all the setup is complete, it’s time to do some labs!
WIFIANALYZER
WiFiAnalyzer is your basic Wi-Fi scanner that will list all the WLANs the device can see. This includes SSID
names (if broadcast) and basic information such as channel, frequency, channel width, BSSID, RSSI, and
security settings.

1. Start WiFiAnalyzer

2. When you first start the app, you will see an AP list with entries like this (without my red notes):

As you can see, this gives you a lot of information about the networks available.
3. Select the “hamburger” icon to access the menu and choose “Channel Graph”

This gives the usual visual graph of networks and signal strength. This is a great way to quickly visualize
the channel plan and usage of channels by nearby APs.
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4. The channel graph gives a graphical representation of channels in use and power levels. Tap the title
bar to toggle 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands.

5. The 5GHz display is broken into the U-NII bands. The big caret symbol means SSIDs are detected in
that band. A dash symbol means no SSID are detected there.

6. Selecting the down arrow menu item in the top right will display the filtering options.

7. The SSID filter lets you search for substring matches in the SSID. This is case sensitive.
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8. The remaining filters are toggles. For example, tap “None” and the option will grey out. Click Apply and
you will see that no open SSIDs are displayed anymore.

9. Tap the menu icon and choose Vendors.
10. You can search either by OUI or vendor name. Try a couple!
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ARUBA UTILITIES
Aruba Utilities includes a number of tools and features that are useful for analyzing networks or just having
information handy. We’ll quickly look at a few of them.
1. Start Aruba Utilities

2. Aruba Utilities starts in Wi-Fi Monitor mode. This is broken into four sections.
a. RSSI graph of the currently connected network.

b. Color coded RSSI graph for visible SSIDs (matches the BSSID list)

c. A graphical representation of channels in use. Also including radar event detection.

d. A color coded list of BSSIDs (matches the RSSI graph)
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3. The top two sections can be resized by dragging up or down anywhere in that section.
4. Tap SETTINGS and scroll to the bottom.

5. Check the “Enable Bluetooth scanning” box.

6. Hit the back button.
7. Swipe down from the top of the screen and make sure Bluetooth is enabled.

8. Tap the hamburger icon to access the menu. Choose iBeacons.
a. You should be able to see a number of bluetooth advertisers and may or may not see iBeacons.
You can click on them to get more information. The iBeacons are more interesting.
9. Tap the hamburger icon and choose mDNS. (mDNS is also known as bonjour)
10. Tap RUN to see all the mDNS/bonjour services advertised in your network.
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SPEEDTEST
Speedtest by Ookla is just your basic Internet-based speed test. In most cases, this just tests the speed of the
Internet connection because the WLAN is usually faster than the Internet link. You’ve almost certainly used
this before, but we wanted to illustrate the limitations of using this to validate WLAN performance. This is a
measure of Internet performance, not necessarily the wireless.
1. Open Speedtest

2. Run a test to see what performance your device is getting to the Internet. Make note of this on your
record sheet.
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ENVIRONMENT EXPLANATION
The purpose of the WLAN Pi is to act as our server endpoint. It obtains its IP address automatically via DHCP
and can be placed at any location in a network that you decide it needs to be for your testing. Remember,
you’ll be testing the entire network path between your client and the WLAN Pi. The MikroTik wireless router
we are using in these labs is not going to provide the best performance. It’s just here to represent the routers,
switches, and APs that would make up a real network.
TYPICAL USE CASE:
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WLPC NETWORK PERFORMANCE TESTING LAB

CONNECT THE WLAN PI TO YOUR MIKROTIK WIRELESS ROUTER
The WLAN Pi will be acting as our network endpoint for performance testing. More details on what this box is
will come tomorrow.
1. Gather your WLAN Pi, USB cable, Ethernet cable, and battery.
2. Connect the WLAN Pi to any ethernet port on any port EXCEPT port 1.
3. Connect the WLAN Pi to the battery pack.
The smaller micro-USB end connects to the WLAN Pi on the side opposite the
Ethernet jack.
The larger USB-A end connects to the battery pack.
4. The unit should show internal lights and after a few moments it will boot and the display will activate
and show various statistics, including the IP address.
5. Record the IP address displayed on your WLAN Pi on your record sheet.
SWITCHING TO THE LAB SSID
1. Examine the lab MikroTik router at your table and note the table number
recorded on it.
[Note: If you are doing this on your own, any network will work. You just
need the WLAN Pi and your Android device to have connectivity to each
other. That’s how real testing will be done!]
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2. The SSIDs for your lab will be:
Table # - 2.4GHz
and
Table # - 5GHz
3. Swipe down from the top of the screen to open the Quick Settings menu. Long press on the Wi-Fi icon
to open the SSID list.

4. Select your “Table # - 5GHz SSID” and verify that it connects. You may see a warning that this network
has no Internet access.
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LAB: SPEEDFLEX
SpeedFlex (aka Zap) is a throughput testing tool provided by Ruckus Networks. It can be run against a Ruckus
controller or a zap server of your own. The client is available for both iOS and Android. This lab works for both
platforms.
1. Open the SpeedFlex app
2. Tap the menu icon in the top right corner.

3. Enable logs and auto save so your results are always saved for you.

4. Tap Configuration at the bottom of the screen.
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5. Set the “Destination Address” to the IP address of your WLAN Pi.

6. Select both Downlink and Uplink to run tests in both directions.

7. Tap Run Test to go back to the test screen.
8. Tap the play button to run a performance test.

9. Record your results.
10. Go back to Configuration.
11. Switch to UDP.
12. Tap Run Test and hit play to run the UDP test.
13. Record your results. How do they compare?
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LAB: IPERF3 (USING WIFIPERF)
WiFiPerf is a tool for performing iPerf3 performance testing. This gives you an additional way to verify
performance and has more options available than SpeedFlex.
1. Start WiFiPerf

2. Enter the IP address of your WLAN Pi as the server.

3. Tap Start to run a default download throughput test.
This will display a graph of throughput performance.
4. You can hit the tabular/graphical toggle in the top right of the display to swap between the graph and a
table.

5. Hit the menu button and go back to the Test settings. Choose the gear icon in the top right to access
the test settings.
6. You should now be at the Test Settings screen. In this screen you can switch between TCP and UDP
tests, control the direction of the test (whether sending or receiving data), length of the test and how
often the test will update.
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Try switching to the direction to Server to This Device and running your test again.

7. When the graph appears, swipe up the screen to see the table of the tests that are being displayed on
the screen.
8. Return to the Test Settings screen. Try a UDP test and try some different frame sizes and different
speed. Specifically, you may want to try the bandwidth and datagram size options.

LAB: SPEED TEST (HTML5)
The web-based speed test is yet another way to do performance testing. This one has the advantage of being
runnable from any client with a modern web browser without the need to install a client.
1. Launch Chrome Web Browser

2. Enter IP address from YOUR WLAN Pi
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3. Tap ‘Speed Test’ or ‘Speed Graph”

4. Tap ‘Start’ to begin test
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BONUS LABS
BONUS LAB: HE.NET TOOLS
HE.net tools from Hurricane Electric includes a variety of useful network discovery, diagnostic, and reference
tools.
1. Start Network Tools

2. Tap the hamburger menu icon to see the list of all the features. There are a lot of useful utilities here.
3. Select Bonjour Browser
4. Observe the bonjour/mDNS records as they begin to show up. This is more interesting when connected
to a multi-user network.
5. Look around a few of the other tools. You can do a lot of troubleshooting and discovery using this app.
BONUS LAB: SSH (TERMIUS)
Termius is a terminal client that will allow you to start a shell locally on your tablet or connect to a remote
device via SSH or telnet. You can use this to connect to the WLAN Pi from your tablet.
1. Start Termius

2. Hit the add button in the bottom right corner.
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3. Choose New Host

4. Configure this like the entry below:
a. Enter wlanpi as the name
b. the IP address of the WLAN Pi
c. Check the SSH checkbox
d. Enter wlanpi as the username
e. You can also enter wlanpi as the password

5. Click the green check in the top right corner to save.
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6. Tap the newly created session to open it.

7. You should receive a message asking if you want to connect as it learns the SSH key. You can accept
this. and connect.

8. You should now be at a screen that looks something like this:

9. You now have remote access to the WLAN Pi CLI. There’s a lot that can be done with this, but that’s for
part 2 of this deep dive.
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LIST OF ANDROID APPS

WiFiAnalyzer
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vrem.wifianalyzer

Ookla Speedtest
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.zwanoo.android.speedtest

Ruckus SpeedFlex
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ruckuswireless.speedflex

Aruba Utilities
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.arubanetworks.arubautilities

WiFiPerf (1yr license included)
Download from WLAN Pi - http://<WLAN
or

Pi IP>/wifiperf

Download from web - http://bit.ly/wifiperf

Hurricane Electric – Network Tools App (he.net Tools)
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.he.networktools

Termius
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.server.auditor.ssh.client
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RECORD SHEET
WLAN Pi IP Address: _____ . _____ . _____ . _____
Lab SSID:

________________

Ookla Speedtest Results:

Ruckus Speedflex Results:

Download _______

Upload _______

TCP

Download _______

Upload _______

UDP

Download _______

Upload _______

Notice anything odd? _____________________________________________________

WiFiPerf Results:

TCP

Download _______

Upload _______

Other: __________

Download________ Upload _______

__________

Download________ Upload _______

__________

Download________ Upload _______

WLAN Pi HTML Speedtest Results:

Download _______

Upload _______

Other notes:
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